We present a hybrid density functional theory (DFT) study of doping effects in α-Fe 2 O 3 , hematite. Standard DFT underestimates the band gap by roughly 75% and incorrectly identifies hematite as a Mott-Hubbard insulator. Hybrid DFT accurately predicts the proper structural, magnetic, and electronic properties of hematite and, unlike the DFT+U method, does not contain d-electron specific empirical parameters. We find that using a screened functional that smoothly transitions from 12% exact exchange at short ranges to standard DFT at long range accurately reproduces the experimental band gap and other material properties. We then show that the antiferromagnetic symmetry in the pure α-Fe 2 O 3 crystal is broken by all dopants and that the ligand field theory correctly predicts local magnetic moments on the dopants. We characterize the resulting band gaps for hematite doped by transition metals and the p-block post-transition metals. The specific case of Pd doping is investigated in order to correlate calculated doping energies and optical properties with experimentally observed photocatalytic behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
α-Fe 2 O 3 , commonly known as hematite, is a relatively inexpensive and easily synthesized 1 material that has a significant abundance in the earth's crust. 2 It has attracted significant research in lithium-ion batteries, 3-5 gas sensors, 6 , 7 catalysis, [8] [9] [10] [11] environmental protection, 12, 13 and Martian astrochemistry. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In particular, hematite is a cost-effective material that has solar cell and photoelectrocatalytic applications. [19] [20] [21] In the design of highly efficient materials for these processes, a band gap that maximizes absorption of incident sunlight is highly desirable. A band gap on the order of 1.3-1.4 eV is ideal for maximum absorbance of sunlight. Hematite has an indirect band gap of ∼2 eV (Ref. 22 ) and a direct optical gap of 2.7 eV, 23 and, consequently, presents an enticing opportunity for band gap tuning via doping.
Several experimental methods exist to rapidly scan potential doped structures for photocatalytic behavior. Lee et al. 24 have developed a scanning electrochemical microscopy method for rapidly identifying photocatalytic doped α-Fe 2 O 3 bimetallics. They identify 30% Pd, 10% Eu, and 20% Rb as more photoactive than pure α-Fe 2 O 3 . 24 Other fast combinatorial methods include ink jet printing of metal nitrates onto conductive glass substrates, 25 spray pyrolysis onto glass electrodes, 26, 27 and atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition. 28 Although easy to synthesize and dope experimentally, hematite is difficult to model using the standard local density approximation (LDA) and related density functional theory (DFT) methods. X-ray absorption and emission spectra indicates that α-Fe 2 O 3 is a charge transfer insulator. [29] [30] [31] [32] The generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) in DFT underestimates the band gap by 75% as well as incorrectly posia) Electronic mail: henkelman@mail.utexas.edu.
tions the 3d orbitals such that it predicts a d-d Mott-Hubbard insulator. 33 Standard GGA also underestimates the magnetic moments on the Fe centers. Hematite is an antiferromagnetic insulator below the Néel temperature of T N = 955 K. 34 At the Morin temperature, T M = 260 K, there is a magnetic phase transition in which the antiferromagnetic axis realigns. 35 The Fe centers are 3d 5 with a distorted octahedral local environment that produces a high-spin crystal field splitting. 30 The experimentally measured magnetic moments are ∼4.6-4.9 μ B per atom. 36, 37 GGA, however, predicts 3.4 μ B per atom. 38 The LDA/GGA band gap and magnetic moments can be corrected using both the LDA+U (Ref. 33 ) and GGA+U (Ref. 38 ) methods. These methods require an empirical parameter, the Hubbard U , that is adjusted in order to arrive at the proper gap. These methods provide reasonable agreement with experimental values when the U parameter is properly set; however, U is an atom-and d electron-specific parameter. In doped systems, the LDA+U method may provide reasonable results with respect to identifying localized states. 39 For band gap tuning, however, the atom-and d electron-specific nature of the method makes the resulting band gap unfavorably dependent upon a choice of a dopant U value that cannot be empirically chosen.
In contrast to the LDA/GGA methods, the Hartree-Fock (HF) method correctly produces a charge transfer semiconductor by correctly identifying the top of the valence band as O 2 p states rather than Fe 3d. 40 The HF method, however, significantly over-predicts the magnitude of the band gap. Hybrid functionals, which contain a fractional amount of exact HF exchange, are capable of arriving close to the experimental band gap for metal oxides such as ceria, 41 titania, 42 and a variety of others. 43 Hybrid functionals for band gap tuning have been applied by Yin et al. to titania. In this work we present a band gap tuning via doping study and employ a hybrid functional to correctly model the localization of electrons without atom-specific empirical parameters that only directly act on d valence electrons. Our goal is to identify the dopants that lower the band gap of α-Fe 2 O 3 by either raising the valence band edge or lowering the conduction band edge. We employ a hybrid functional that is able to correctly determine the band gap and other material properties for undoped hematite.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Computational details
All calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), [45] [46] [47] [48] a plane-wave implementation of DFT. The valence electrons were described in terms of Kohn-Sham (KS) (Refs. 49 and 50) single-electron orbitals and were expanded in a plane-wave basis with an energy cutoff of 300 eV. Core electrons were defined within the projector-augmented wave (PAW) methodology. 51, 52 Brillouin zone integration was expedited by using a finite-temperature Gaussian smearing function with σ = 0.05 eV. All atoms were allowed to relax until the net force per atom was less than 0.01 eV/Å or until the total electronic extrapolated free energy had converged to less than 0.5 meV change between ionic steps. The local densities of states (DOS) were calculated by projecting the KS wave functions onto atom-centered spherical harmonic functions within each atom's Wigner-Seitz radius.
Optical properties were calculated in the PAW framework by using the method of Gajdoš et al. 53 The 3×3 imaginary dielectric tensor is calculated in the random phase approximation using a summation over conduction bands. Each matrix element for a given angular frequency ω is given by
where the vector q is a Brillouin zone wave vector and e α is a Cartesian unit vector. The indices c and v refer to conduction and valence band states. The real part, ε
αβ is generated via a Kramers-Kronig transformation. Each ω-dependent tensor is generated in Cartesian space and the resulting matrix is diagonalized to yield the dielectric constants in the planes parallel and perpendicular to [0001] .
The exchange-correlation (XC) contribution to the DFT energy was calculated using several distinct functionals. At the GGA level, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was employed. 54, 55 In contrast to the local GGA functional, the non-local exact exchange HF functional was applied using the PAW formalism of Paier et al. 56 The PBE0 (Ref. 57) hybrid functional, where the full XC energy is determined by
was also tested. The screened Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid functional was also applied. 58, 59 In this functional, the Coulomb kernel is decomposed into short-and long-range components such that the total XC energy contribution smoothly transitions from PBE0 at short range to PBE at long range. For this work, μ = 0.2 Å is set in order to conform with the HSE06 (Ref. 60 ) version of the functional.
B. Hematite structure
The lattice constants calculated within the GGA+U framework by Rohrbach et al. 38 were employed for all calculations. Due to the computational cost of hybrid functionals, full lattice relaxations were computationally intractable with the hybrid functionals. The lattice constants from GGA+U were selected due to their closeness to the experimental lattice constant and due to the similarities in the computational methodolgy.
α-Fe 2 O 3 is a hexagonal corundum structure in space group R3c. 61 The primitive cell is a rhombohedral cell with the lattice constant a rhom = 5.474 Å and an angle between vectors of α = 55.195
• when converted from the GGA+U structure. All of the Fe centers are crystallographically equivalent and occupy the (4c) Wyckoff position with the O centers occupying the (6e) position. 62 The primitive cell is shown in Fig. 1 .
For DOS and optical property calculations, the 10-atom primitive cell was sampled with a 5×5×5 Monkhorst-Pack kpoint mesh. 63 Due to the high accuracy required of DOS and optical calculations, the semicore 3 p electrons were considered as valence for these calculations.
The 30-atom hexagonal representation of the unit cell has calculated lattice constants of a = 5.067 Å and c = 13.882 Å. 38 The hexagonal unit cell contains six Fe 2 O 3 formula units arranged along [0001] in the order of O 3 -Fe-Fe-O 3 . The Fe-Fe distance within layers is shorter than the Fe-Fe distance between layers. The hexagonal unit cell is shown in Fig. 2 .
For band gap tuning calculations, the unit cell was expanded along the [1010] and [0110] directions to form a 120-atom supercell whose Brillouin zone was sampled at the point. The semicore p states for the d 6 and greater metals were all considered to be non-interacting core electrons and were treated in the PAW pseudopotentials.
The semicore p states were considered as valence for the d 5 and less transition metals. In order to determine the relative positions of the conduction band and valence band edges in relaxed structures, the semicore Fe p states were included as valence such that the lowest eigenvalue could be referenced between calculations.
The antiferromagnetic ordering along [0001] in the hexagonal representation and along [111] in the rhombohedral primitive cell is + − −+ with opposing magnetic moments placed on the Fe-Fe centers separated by the short length. The proper antiferromagnetic ground state was verified by integrating the magnetic charge density within each atom's Wigner-Seitz radius.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Comparison of standard functionals
The predictions of GGA (Ref. 38) and HF (Ref. 40 ) have each been demonstrated to accurately predict some electronic and physical properties of α-Fe 2 O 3 and insufficiently predict others. We performed a comparison of the standard DFT functionals PBE, HSE06, and HF in order to compare the calculated properties with experiment and with a screened functional that contains 12% exact exchange, designated as HSE (12%). In order to rationally design doped semiconductors for photocatalytic purposes, a functional without atom-specific parameters, capable of modeling valence p states, and able to accurately predict magnetic, electronic, and optical properties is required.
The primitive cell of α-Fe 2 O 3 contains four Fe atoms ordered along [111] with a short axis between pairs of Fe centers and a longer axis separating the pairs. Each Fe atom has six O centers surrounding it with a distorted octahedral geometry, whereby three of the Fe-O bonds have a shortened bond length.
The calculated bond lengths are shown in Table I . There is a strong trend that standard GGA-DFT tends to shorten the long axes and lengthen the short axes as the electronic states are delocalized across more atoms. With increasing exact ex- change, the shorter bond lengths constrict and the longer bond lengths expand; these changes in the bond length allow the minimized structure to approach the experimental values. The electronic, optical, and magnetic properties are significantly more sensitive to the choice of functional and the amount of exact exchange included. The Fe centers are formally Fe 3+ with a high-spin d 5 valence with a + − −+ ordering along [111] in the primitive cell. The total spin per atom, then, is S = 5/2 = 5 μ B . Experimentally, however, the magnetic moment per atom is ∼4.6 μ B , 37 because not all spin-up charge or spin-down charge is located on a single Fe center. From Table II , it is apparent that GGA-DFT underestimates the localization of spin-up or spin-down charge on each Fe center, and that increasing the amount of exact exchange approaches the correct magnetic moment.
In terms of the electronic properties of the + − −+ antiferromagnetic, high-spin ground state, DFT significantly underestimates the direct and indirect band gap. The HSE06 functional, which contains 25% exact exchange at short range and is pure GGA over long range, overestimates the band gap by approximately the same amount that pure GGA underestimates the gap. GGA incorrectly identifies hematite as a MottHubbard insulator by placing the O 2 p states lower in energy than the Fe 3d states. This error is corrected in all exact exchange functionals.
Hematite is an anisotropic optical medium with different dielectric responses along the a and c axes in the hexagonal unit cell. The response along both equivalent a axes is referred to as the ordinary wave and along c as the extraordinary wave. The static dielectric constants o (0) and e (0) are overestimated by standard DFT. The HS06 functional predicts the two constants better and increased amounts of exact exchange underestimate the static dielectric constants.
From the results presented in Tables I and II , the problem with the hybrid functionals becomes apparent. In contrast to the small-gap predictions of DFT, even the functionals with a small amount of exact exchange predict insulating behavior too strongly. We find that a functional with 12% exact exchange at short range that smoothly transitions, similar to HSE06, to pure PBE at long ranges accurately predicts nearly all experimental properties. Tables I and II show that this functional most reliably produces values near to the experimental values. HSE (12%) predicts an indirect band gap of 1.95 eV, a direct gap at the point of 2.56 eV, and the charge-transfer insulating behavior in accordance with spectroscopic evidence.
This functional does predict a greater degree of p-d hybridization than the DFT+U method; however, this behavior has been observed experimentally. 29, 65 The method of adjusting the amount of exact exchange is similar to Janotti et al. 42 who applied 20% exact exchange to pure titania and to Yin et al. 44 who applied 22% exact exchange to doped titania. In the HSE06 functional, the screening parameter μ is related to the distance 2/μ at which the short-range exact exchange term becomes negligible. In the HSE06 functional, this distance is set to μ = 0.2 Å −1 , which is the shortest screening distance recommended by Krukau et al. 66 Shortening this screening distance beyond the minimum would suggest a stronger decay in the short-range exchange that would reduce the exact exchange interaction between nearest-and second-nearest neighboring Fe centers. The screening distance set in HSE06-similarly applied in HSE(12%)-has been demonstrated to accurately model the material properties of a wide range of semiconductors. 58, 60, 66 
B. Doping hematite with transition metals
As predicted by ligand field theory (LFT), d
5 Fe centers coordinated to six ligands in an octahedral geometry will adopt a high-spin state such that each orbital contains a single, unpaired electron. As shown in Sec. III A, the local S = 5/2 spin environment on each Fe center is ordered + − −+ along [0001] in the hexagonal unit cell. As noted by Velev et al. 67 in a DFT+U study of first-row dopants, any single substitution will break the antiferromagnetic symmetry.
Both the addition and removal of valence d electrons will lower the local magnetic moment. Second and third row transition metals, as predicted by LFT, have a significantly higher splitting between valence d states such that the low-spin configuration is adopted. In the low-spin octahedral environment, three t 2g orbitals are filled according to the Aufbau principle before the two e g orbitals become occupied. This effect is shown in Fig. 3 . 
High-spin 3d metal dopants
The results using the HSE (12%) functional are in qualitative agreement with the first-row transition metal study of Velev et al. 67 using DFT+U. Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn are all high-spin dopants such that electrons are incrementally added to half-filled 3d dopant-centered orbitals. These low-lying d states lie below the O 2 p states near the Fermi level, so, as shown in Fig. 4 , the HOMO is relatively unaffected. All of the band gap reduction occurs due to the lowering of the LUMO such that the resulting material behaves like a p-type semiconductor.
Beginning from Fe and moving toward Zn in Fig. 4 , there is a monotonic decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap with the exception of Ni. As previously noted, in LFT the octahedral coordination environment splits the five 3d orbitals into three degenerate t 2g orbitals and two higher energy e g . In the case of Ni, the t 2g are 5/6 filled, which is a relatively high energy configuration. As such, there is a low-lying unoccupied LUMO state in the band gap that lowers the HOMO-LUMO gap. The addition of an additional electron in Cu fills this subshell and results in two degenerate, unoccupied e g band gap states.
Unique among this trend, Zn adopts a Zn 2+ formal oxidation state with all of its d orbitals filled and only two electrons donated to the O 2 p band complex. Given that it is replacing a Fe 3+ ion that has formally donated three electrons, a hole is introduced in the gap that is primarily centered in the O ligands around a neighboring Fe center. Zn is thus distinct from the trend in Co, Ni, and Cu where the band gap is primarily altered by incrementally pairing the d electrons and breaking the spin symmetry of the full supercell.
In the reverse trend in the first row moving from Fe toward Sc, it is the LUMO that is relatively unaffected and the HOMO that is thrust upward in energy. The band gap for Cr is relatively unshifted due to the stability of half-filling of each of the three t 2g orbitals and completely depopulating the two e g orbitals. The same case is noted in Sc, which contains no 3d electrons; consequently, the band gap is essentially unaffected as compared to Fe.
In similar qualitative agreement with Velev et al. 67 in the band gap. This system behaves similar to an n-doped semiconductor with a small HOMO-LUMO gap where conduction may be possible by exciting the excess electron into hopping between Fe centers. Experimental evidence indicates that 4% Ti-doped hematite shows increased photocatalytic activity. 68 
Low-spin 4d and 5d metal dopants
In contrast to the dopants presented in Sec. III B 1, the splitting of the 4d and 5d orbitals in an octahedral environment, as predicted by LFT, is large enough to ensure that all spin complexes will be low-spin. This result indicates that the three degenerate t 2g orbitals will fill before the two degenerate e g orbitals become populated. As shown in Fig. 4 , although Ru and Os are isoelectronic in the valence with Fe, the antiferromagnetic symmetry of the supercell is broken. The local moments on Ru and Os correspond to 5/6 filling of the t 2g states and a relatively unshifted LUMO. The LUMO in both cases is a t 2g state lying at the bottom of the valence band complex.
In contrast, Mo and W each are d 3 in the valence, and Rh and Ir are d 6 . These compounds benefit from the stability of half-filled and fully filled subshells, respectively. The t 2g HOMO states on the dopants lie in the band gaps. The HOMO-LUMO gap in Mo and W is relatively small and due to the higher energy, has half-filled states. Rh and Ir, which both have a full t 2g subshell, have no local magnetic moment on the dopant. Rh and Ir have larger HOMO-LUMO gaps due to the stability of the filled subshell. In these cases, the LUMO is still comprised of the Fe 3d states, so it is essentially unshifted.
Partial filling of the t 2g subshell is particularly unstable for the low-spin 4d and 5d metals. Similar to Ti, Hf adopts a Hf 4+ oxidation state and donates an extra electron onto neighboring Fe centers. Unlike V, however, Nb and Ta take a Nb 5+ and Ta 5+ oxidation state and create two band gap states localized on nearby Fe centers. In the case of high-spin V, the oxidation state is V 3+ with the two t 2g electrons localized on the V center.
Similar to the cases of Mo and W, Ag and Au both prefer to have a half-filled e g subshell with two unfilled states lying in the band gap and centered on the dopant. Cd, however, adopts a Cd 2+ oxidation state rather than having a 3/4-filling in the degenerate e g levels. By taking the Cd 2+ rather than Cd 3+ oxidation state common to the other dopants, a LUMO hole is introduced in the band gap but is centered on adjacent Fe centers. Although Fig. 4 shows similar shifts in the LUMO for Ag and Cd, these dopants differ in where the hole is localized.
As shown in Fig. 5 , unpaired electrons in degenerate orbitals are unstable and the local ligand field typically distorts as predicted by the Jahn-Teller effect. 69 Degeneracy in the e g is significantly more likely to lead to Jahn-Teller distortions due to the fact that these orbitals point directly at the ligand field. In the low spin d metals, only Pd, Pt, Ag, Au, and Cd are potentially affected by this distortion. As previously noted, Cd overcomes this problem by taking a Cd 2+ oxidation state, and Au and Ag both benefit by half-filling their e g subshell.
The most interesting case, then, is Pd and Pt. Pd retains the Pd 3+ oxidation state and places a single electron into a d state localized on the Pd center and with an energy lying in the band gap. The ligand field around the Pd dopant is Jahn-Teller distorted such that the orbital takes d z 2 symmetry. The overall HOMO-LUMO gap is entirely localized onto the Pd dopant. Pt, however, takes a Pt 4+ oxidation state due to the Jahn-Teller instability of 1/4 filling of the two degenerate e g states. In this case, the extra electron is localized on a nearby Fe center in a spin-down t 2g orbital. Figure 6 shows charge density isosurface for the band containing the localized electron as a result of the doping.
The local d DOS for the dopant atoms for the Ni, Pd, and Pt column is compared to a single Fe atom in an undoped crystal in Fig. 7 . In the case of Ni, a high-spin d 7 center, the unoccupied spin down t 2g state, lies directly above the Fermi level and is very close to the valence band edge; this unoccupied orbital accounts for the significant lowering of the LUMO. In contrast, Pd has a localized state in the Jahn-Teller shifted d z 2 orbital lying directly below the Fermi level, so the HOMO is shifted up in energy compared to pure hematite.
As shown in Fig. 6 , a Pt dopant localizes the electron in a t 2g orbital of a nearby Fe center rather than add to a Pt-localized e g that would be Jahn-Teller susceptible. As shown in Fig. 7 , the Fermi level for a Pt dopant shifts toward the conduction band edge. The Pt-projected DOS shows a small band gap state indicating that the electron localized on the nearby Fe 2+ center is slightly hybridized with the Pt 5d orbitals. 
C. Doping hematite with the p-block metals
Dopants that are p-block in valence are a unique opportunity for hybrid functionals. In the DFT+U method, on-site correlations are specific to d electrons, whereas hybrid functionals are capable of treating on-site correlations in the same manner for p electrons as d. Dopants of the p-block posttransition metals and metalloids are summarized in Fig. 8 .
The column of Al, Ga, In, and Tl behaves nearly identically to the Sc column in the transition metal dopants. Each, upon adopting a D 3+ oxidation state, has only a small effect on the overall HOMO-LUMO gap.
The cases of Ge, Sn, and Pb are more interesting from a materials design perspective. Each of the chosen metals adopts a D 4+ oxidation state and creates a carrier localized very close to the valence band minimum. Both Ge 4+ and Sn
4+
show little on-site hybridization with the extra electron, which is instead localized on nearby Fe centers. The small resulting HOMO-LUMO gaps are such that these systems would behave akin to an n-type semiconductor with a relatively small amount of energy required to excite the carrier into the va- lence band complex. Pb 4+ shows greater hybridization with the adjacent Fe and O atoms such that the gap state has a greater degree of delocalization. Consequently, the gap state sits farther below the Fermi level.
The column of Sb and Bi behaves similar to the column of Pd and Pt in terms of differing in oxidation states and the degree of electron localization at the dopant. Sb adopts a Sb 5+ oxidation state, which means that it donates two electrons to nearby iron centers. These extra two electrons that are transferred to adjacent iron centers are relatively high in energy, which accounts for the narrow HOMO-LUMO gap. In contrast, Bi has a Bi 3+ oxidation state, such that the two HOMO electrons are localized on the Bi dopant with a significant charge delocalization onto the nearby O centers.
D. Optical properties of doped structures
Although the HOMO-LUMO gap and related material properties provide a prediction for photocatalytic performance, the full dielectric response is a more complete predictor of optical behavior. From Eq. (1), the frequency-dependent complex dielectric function can be calculated by a summation over conduction bands. Each term in the 3×3 matrix contains an overlap integral between valence band and conduction band states. Although the HOMO-LUMO gap may be on the same order as the incident photon, a poor overlap between states will result in a poor dielectric response.
The optical properties of selected dopants from Figs. 4 and 8 are tested for absorption in the range of photon energies from 0 to 3.26 eV (380 nm). The maximum imaginary frequency-dependent dielectric response, 2 (ω), is shown for several different dopants in Fig. 9 .
From Figs. 4 and 8, Pd, Pt, Nb, and Sn have relatively narrow HOMO-LUMO gaps. These dopants may be separated into two groups based on the localization of the gap-state electrons. In Pd and Sn, the electrons are localized on the dopant; however, Pt and Nb both localized the electrons on a nearby Fe center and create a Fe 2+ state. 
E. The effect of increasing Pd dopant concentration
As noted by Lee et al., 24 the peak photocurrent for Pd doping occurs experimentally in a material made of ∼70/30 Fe/Pd. In Sec. III B 2, we note that both the HOMO and LUMO are located on the Pd dopant with a gap that falls in the infrared. The dielectric response of a single Pd dopant in a 120 atom supercell, a 98/2 Fe/Pd material, shows an increased dielectric response in the visible range as compared to pure hematite. Here, we investigate the optical properties and energetics of higher doping concentrations.
As a relatively noble metal, Pd does not typically oxidize and its single stable oxide form is PdO. 70 In practical terms for hematite doping, the instability of Pd 2 O 3 indicates that as the dopant concentration increases, the overall stability of the doped hematite structure is destabilized. High concentrations of Pd 2 O 3 are energetically unfavorable. As noted by Lee et al., 24 large doping concentrations of Pd likely contain regions of PdO or pure Pd, rather than a doped hematite structure.
In the limit of low Pd doping, where the Pd 2x Fe 2−x O 3 structure may be produced experimentally, the optical response to the concentration is significantly altered as a function of doping concentration. The frequency-dependent imaginary dielectric response, 2 (ω), is shown in Fig. 10 .
From Fig. 10 , a clear trend emerges where absorption significantly increases in the 1.25-2.0 eV range that has effectively no optical response in pure hematite. This region comprises a significant portion of the visible regime that is significant for solar cell applications. A doping concentration of 23% Pd shows a heightened optical response across the entire visible spectrum and into the infrared. Materials with doping concentrations on this approximate concentration have been shown experimentally 24 to have peak photocatalytic activity. From Fig. 10 , it is clear that a material on this doping concentration absorbs strongly across the entire visible range and is also not too energetically unstable to be produced experimentally.
The optical absorption spectra in Fig. 10 are calculated using the method of summation over bands detailed by Gajdoš et al. 53 The band structures for undoped hematite and 8% Pd-doped hematite are shown in Fig. 11 . In the lower band structure plot, the Pd dopant states are clearly visible with transitions localized on the Pd center with a gap of ∼0.89 eV as well as transitions in the 1.5-2.5 eV range from the Pd dopant HOMO onto the Fe 3d LUMO bands.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Due to its relatively low cost, ease of synthesis, and band gap on the approximate order of the maximum in the solar radiation spectrum, hematite is a highly attractive material for solar cell applications. Due to the strong correlation effects from the Fe 3d electrons, however, it is a challenging material for computational study. We demonstrate that hybrid functionals are capable of accurately predicting the material, electronic, and optical properties of pure hematite, α-Fe 2 O 3 .
A screened hybrid functional with 12% exact exchange predicts a band gap that is in accordance with experimental observations. This functional also correctly identifies hematite as a charge-transfer, rather than the Mott-Hubbard insulator with the proper static dielectric constant and correct uniaxial optical behavior.
Hematite is a material that is highly symmetric locally on the Fe centers and on the whole crystal. Each Fe 3+ ion is a high-spin d 5 center, so all d orbitals are half-filled. In the crystal the spins are aligned + − −+ along the [0001] direction. These levels of symmetry are broken by doping with all potential dopants; therefore, the resulting HOMO-LUMO gap is due to the addition of states into the band gap. We characterize the nature of these states using hybrid-DFT and traditional ligand field theory.
We show that the optical response of the system to solar spectrum radiation must shift due to the shrinking HOMO-LUMO gap. We calculate the optical response of hematite due to several different dopants and show that the response is larger, but occurs outside of the visible range, for dopants which localize excess electrons onto Fe 2+ centers. Finally, we explore the case of increased doping of Pd into Fe 2 O 3 and find correlation with previous experimental results. Increased doping of Pd results in an increasing energy cost to replace a Fe center with Pd such that high doping levels in an experimental system will likely result in localized concentrations of PdO and pure Pd. At concentrations on the order of 77/23 Fe/Pd, the system exhibits a strong optical response across the entire solar spectrum.
